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Abstract 

 

Recently, using a training paradigm, Campbell and Agnew (2009) observed cross-

operation response time savings with nonidentical elements (e.g., practice 3 + 2, test 5 - 2) for 

addition and subtraction, showing that a single memory representation underlies addition and 

subtraction performance. Evidence for cross-operation savings between multiplication and 

division have been described frequently (e.g., Campbell, Fuchs-Lacelle & Phenix, 2006) but they 

have always been attributed to a mediation strategy (reformulating a division problem as a 

multiplication problem, e.g., Campbell et al., 2006). Campbell and Agnew (2009) therefore 

concluded that there exists a fundamental difference between addition and subtraction on the one 

hand and multiplication and division on the other hand. However, our results suggest that 

retrieval savings between inverse multiplication and division problems can be observed. Even for 

small problems (solved by direct retrieval) practicing a division problem facilitated the 

corresponding multiplication problem and vice versa. These findings indicate that shared 

memory representations underlie multiplication and division retrieval. Hence, memory and 

learning processes do not seem to differ fundamentally between addition-subtraction and 

multiplication-division.  

 

Key words: arithmetic fact retrieval, simple multiplication, simple division 
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The Representation of Multiplication and Division facts in Memory: Evidence for Cross-

Operation Transfer without Mediation 

 

Is associative memory flexibly accessible or not? If you memorize that the French 

Revolution started in 1789, will you be able to answer the question “what happened in 1789”? 

This question has attracted research interest since the beginning of the twentieth century 

(Thorndike & Woodworth, 1901). In fact, two opposing theoretical viewpoints can be 

distinguished. One idea is that a holistic memory representation is formed which is 

symmetrically and flexibly accessible and that practice improves access to that memory 

representation (Anderson, Fincham & Douglass, 1997). Because it is a flexibly accessible 

memory representation, transfer of learning to altered versions of the practiced items will occur. 

The opposing viewpoint is the idea that the representation that is originally formed remains intact 

but practice will result in a shift to a new and independent memory representation that is highly 

specific to the trained material. Consequently, transfer of learning (i.e. performance 

improvement) after practice will be restricted to items that have identical elements as the ones 

that were practiced (Rickard, 2005; Rickard & Bajic, 2006). This topic is relevant to several 

research domains and mental arithmetic is one of them. Here we focus on the case of simple 

multiplication and division.  

Previous research has shown that simple multiplication and division facts are mainly 

solved by retrieving the correct answer from memory, although occasionally non-retrieval 

strategies are used as well (see e.g., LeFèvre & Morris, 1999; Campbell & Xue, 2001). The 

question how multiplication and division facts relate to each other in terms of memory storage 

has received a lot of interest in the past few years. The idea of a holistic or unified memory 
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representation (4, 7, 28) for both multiplication and division facts seems intuitively plausible as 

multiplication and division are mathematically complementary operations, so there is in principle 

no need to have separate memory representations for both operations. Developmentally, strong 

parallels between multiplication and division performance have indeed been observed (De 

Brauwer & Fias, 2009). But most of the evidence in the field favours the second theoretical 

viewpoint, that transfer of learning is restricted to items with identical elements. The most 

influential and most elaborated theory of that type is the Identical Elements (IE) model 

developed by Rickard (Rickard, Healy & Bourne, 1994; Rickard & Bourne, 1996; Rickard, 

2005). He examined transfer of learning between both operations (Rickard et al., 1994; Rickard 

& Bourne, 1996). Participants were trained on problems of the type „? = 4  7‟ and „35 = ?  5‟. 

After training, participants were tested on identical problems, problems of which the operand 

order had changed, the operation had changed, both operand order and operation had changed 

and (in Rickard & Bourne, 1996) also on problems that were not related to the trained set. The 

results showed that learning only transferred to identical problems. This finding constituted the 

basis for the original IE model (Rickard et al., 1994; Rickard & Bourne, 1996). This model 

claims that, at high levels of skill, two independent memory structures for multiplication and 

division exist. More specifically, it posits that for each division problem there is a unique 

representation for each unique combination of operands and answer (e.g., 28 : 4  7 and 28 : 7 

 4). These unique representations are independent of each other and separated from the 

representation of the corresponding multiplication problem (e.g., 4, 7,   28). The IE model 

makes straightforward predictions regarding transfer of learning: Transfer will be restricted to 

problems with identical elements. 
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Other evidence favouring the IE model comes from work by Campbell and colleagues 

(Campbell, 1999; Campbell et al., 2006). The participants in Campbell‟s (1999) study had to 

perform a simple production task in which simple multiplication and division problems were 

intermixed. Between-item transfer was investigated by manipulating prime-target pairs. 

Problems could be repeated (identical repetition, e.g., 3  7 on trial 1 and on trial 10), the order 

of the problem could have been changed (e.g., 3  7 and 7  3) or the operation could have been 

changed (e.g., 3  7 and 21 : 3). The number of trials between the prime and the target could 

vary. Campbell (1999) found that solving a certain division problem is facilitated if a few trials 

before, the corresponding multiplication problem had been retrieved from memory. This was 

only the case for large problems and he did not find any evidence for transfer in the reverse 

direction. This transfer from multiplication to division seems to argue against the IE model. 

However, it was interpreted as evidence for a mediation strategy, meaning that large division 

problems are not solved by direct retrieval but by retrieving the corresponding multiplication fact 

from memory. To verify the contribution of the mediation strategy in the observed multiplication 

to division transfer, the same study was repeated but after each trial participants were asked to 

report the strategy they had used on that trial (see Campbell et al., 2006, Experiment 2). 

Campbell et al. now found cross-operation transfer in both directions, but it was eliminated when 

only retrieval trials were considered. These results are in line with separate and independent 

memory representations for multiplication and division facts, following Rickard‟s IE model. 

To account for the „division by mediation‟ strategy, Rickard (2005) proposed a revised 

version of the IE model: At intermediate skill levels, in the non-asymptotic case of the model, a 

reverse association between operands and product (e.g. 4, 7,    28) for multiplication 

problems may exist, implying that products can activate their operands (factors) and vice versa. 
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This reverse association constitutes the basis for the division by mediation strategy. Some 

predictions of the revised IE (IE-r) model have been confirmed (Rickard, 2005): Adults are 

indeed able to factor (i.e., answer „4 and 7‟ when presented with „28‟) efficiently and practicing 

factoring transferred to multiplication performance. This study suggests that there may exist 

bidirectional links in the multiplication network, although Rickard assumes that these reverse 

associations are only used to solve simple division problems at intermediate skill levels. In the 

asymptotic case, division problems are solved through direct retrieval using the independent 

division representation. Consequently, no cross-operation transfer of learning is predicted. 

The existence of reverse associations in the multiplication network has been confirmed in 

a study by Campbell and Robert (2008). In their study, participants practiced either 

multiplication (Experiment 1), or factoring (Experiment 2) or both (Experiment 3) and transfer-

of-practice was examined. Facilitative transfer was found when both operations were practiced, 

but interference occurred when only one operation was practiced. According to Campbell and 

Robert (2008) this pattern of results shows that the reverse associations are flexible: When both 

operations are practiced, it is adaptive to retain the flexibility but when only one operation is 

practiced it is beneficial to favour one direction and to inhibit the other. 

Recently, the Identical Elements model was challenged for the case of simple addition 

and subtraction: Campbell and Agnew (2009) observed transfer of practice between addition and 

subtraction facts with nonidentical elements. In light of these findings, we decided to reconsider 

the case of multiplication and division, especially because strong parallels between the 

developmental trajectories of multiplication and division performance have been observed (De 

Brauwer & Fias, 2009).  
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Different predictions arise from the different theoretical viewpoints mentioned above. 

First of all, a single (holistic) memory representation for both multiplication and division facts 

may exist. If this is the case, we expect facilitative transfer effects after practice of either one or 

both operations. Second, division problems may be solved by use of the mediation strategy via 

multiplication. In that case, the findings of Campbell and Robert (2008) lead to specific 

predictions concerning transfer-of-practice when either one or both operations are practiced.. 

Because the mediation strategy is performed on the basis of the reverse associations between 

multiplication operands and products in the IE-r model, we can predict, in line with Campbell 

and Robert‟s findings (2008) that when both operations are practiced, use of the mediation 

strategy will lead to facilitative transfer in both directions (as both directions will be 

strengthened). On the other hand, when only one operation is practiced, a specialization of the 

reverse association is predicted and interference is expected for the other operation. In this way 

we can directly test the involvement of the mediation strategy without having to use self reports. 

The third possibility, namely independent memory representations (the original IE model) 

obviously predicts no transfer-of-practice between multiplication and division: Then we expect 

neither facilitation nor interference of the other operation after practice of either one or both 

operations. Three experiments will be reported to investigate these predictions. In Experiment 1, 

both operations are practiced. In Experiment 2, participants practiced only division problems and 

in Experiment 3, only multiplication problems are practiced. We replicated the procedure used 

by Campbell and Robert (2008) for all three experiments, with a few exceptions. In order to 

allow direct comparison of multiplication (mainly two-digit responses) and division (one-digit 

responses) RTs, we use a verbal production task, instead of a manual production task, in both 

pre-and post-tests of Experiments 2 and 3, as well as in the learning and test phase of Experiment 
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1. A last adaptation to the procedure used by Campbell and Robert (2008) is that we gave 

feedback about accuracy after each trial in the learning phase to enhance learning. In the test 

phase, feedback about speed (“Please answer faster” in Dutch) was provided after slow (RT > 3s) 

responses to encourage direct retrieval from memory. 
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Experiment 1 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

 

Thirty-six students from Ghent University (5 men, 31 women) participated and they were 

paid € 7. Age ranged from 18 to 27 years (M = 21.5). 

 

Stimuli 

 

We used the same three stimulus sets as Campbell and Robert (2008), composed of eight 

problems each (see Appendix A). Three (for set 1) or four (for the other sets) of these problems 

are small problems (with product < 25). Assignment of the three problem sets to the three 

conditions (practiced as multiplication problem, practiced as division problem or unpracticed) 

was counterbalanced.  

 

Design 

 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of both groups: the multiplication-at-test 

group solved multiplication problems in the test phase, while the division-at-test group solved 

division problems in the test phase. The learning phase was identical for both groups and 

included both multiplication and division problems. 
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Procedure 

 

The experimenter was present throughout the whole procedure, which lasted about 40 

min. All software was developed with E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, 2002). Stimuli 

appeared on a 17” screen. In both the learning phase and the test phase, reaction times were 

registered with a voice activated microphone connected to the parallel port of the computer 

(Noise Eliminating Voice Key, see Duyck et al., 2008). Instructions emphasized both speed and 

accuracy.  

First, participants performed fifteen addition problems to get acquainted with the voice 

activated microphone. Participants were instructed to respond both fast and accurately. No 

accuracy feedback was provided but in case the RT of the trial exceeded 3s, the message “Please 

answer faster” (in Dutch) was shown.  

Then the experiment started with the learning phase that consisted of 40 blocks, each 

block contained 8 problems. Operation (here multiplication or division) alternated across blocks, 

as in Campbell and Robert (2008), where a multiplication block alternated with a factoring 

block. After each trial, feedback was provided. The word “Correct” in green or “Incorrect” in red 

appeared for 1s. Then the next trial began. No feedback about speed was provided in the learning 

phase. 

In the test phase, four blocks of 24 trials each had to be solved. Each block contained all 

problems from the multiplication practice set, the division practice set and the unpracticed set. 

The operation that was performed (multiplication or division) depended on the group the 

participant was assigned to. 
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Each trial began with a fixation point (#) for 500 ms. Then the screen went blank for 500 

ms, after which the problem (Arial, 24 points, in black against a white background) appeared in 

standard format (a x b or a : b) in the centre of the screen. The problem remained visible until a 

response was registered. After each response, the experimenter typed in the answer and a code to 

indicate valid or invalid (due to voice activated microphone failure) responses. When RT of the 

trial exceeded 3s, the message “Please answer faster” appeared on screen (in Dutch) for 500 ms. 

Each trial ended with a blank screen for 500 ms, after which the next trial began.  

 

Results 

 

Learning phase 

RTs and error rates in the learning phase were analyzed in a 2  2  2 ANOVA with 

group (multiplication-at-test or division-at-test) as between-subjects factor and operation 

(multiplication or division) and block (early versus late in practice) as within-subjects factors. 

Following Campbell and Robert (2008), we used the median of log RTs and the first two blocks 

of practice represented early practice, the final two represented late practice.  

Reaction times. Only the main effect of block turned out significant, F(1, 34) = 120.54, 

MSe = .004, p < .0001, RTs were faster late in practice (M = 687 ms) compared to early in 

practice (M = 970 ms). 

Error rates. Overall error rate was 5.4% during the learning phase. Again, only the main 

effect of block was significant, F(1, 34) = 34.19, MSe = .007, p < .0001. Error rates decreased 

from 9% early in practice to 1% late in practice. 
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Test phase 

Reaction times. The median of log RTs for correct and valid trials in the first test block 

(85% of all trials of that block) were entered in a 2  3 ANOVA with group (multiplication-at-

test or division-at-test) as between-subjects factor and problem type (practiced as multiplication, 

practiced as division, new) as within-subjects factor. The main effect of problem type was 

significant, F(2, 68) = 24.70, MSe = .005, p < .0001, RTs were slower to new problems, as is 

evident from Table 1 (there and in all other tables and figures anti-logs of mean median log RTs 

are presented, turning the normalized means back into millisecond units). The interaction 

between problem type and group also reached significance, F(2, 68) = 9.53, MSe = .005, p < 

.0001, see Figure 1a. Significant between-operation savings were present, F(1, 34) = 4.38, MSe = 

.006, p < .05 from division to multiplication and F(1, 34) = 8.23, MSe = .006, p < .01 from 

multiplication to division, although for both groups RT savings relative to new problems were 

larger within operation (inner bars) than between operations (outer bars), F(1, 34) = 18.73, MSe 

= .002, p < .001 for the multiplication group and F(1, 34) = 19.25, MSe = .002, p < .001 for the 

division group. To look at transfer for small problems (with products ≤ 25) we performed a 

similar analysis
1
 with problem size as additional factor. This analysis revealed a three-way 

interaction between group, problem type and problem size, F(2, 68) = 3.92, MSe = .006, p < .05, 

see Figure 1b. Small multiplication problems benefited from practicing their division counterpart 

(156 ms, F(1, 34) = 16.05, MSe = .002, p < .001), while small division problems did not benefit 

from practicing their multiplication counterpart (8 ms, F<1). For large problems, the data showed 

evidence for transfer from division to multiplication (256 ms, F(1, 34) = 3.79, MSe = .01, p = 

.059) and from multiplication to division (406 ms, F(1, 34) = 12.20, MSe = .01, p < .01), 
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although the first contrast was only marginally significant (probably because of the low number 

of observations).  

 

Error rates. Only 5.4 % of the trials were answered incorrectly in the first block of the test 

phase. This low error rate results in only a small number of observations. Nevertheless, a 2  3 

ANOVA with group (multiplication-at-test or division-at-test) as between-subjects factor and 

problem type (practiced as multiplication, practiced as division, new) as within-subjects factor 

was performed. Mean error rates can be found in Table 1. The main effect of problem type was 

significant, F(2, 68) = 3.94, MSe = .009, p < .05, as well as the interaction between group and 

problem type, F(2, 68) = 3.25, MSe = .009, p < .05. There was evidence for within-operation 

transfer of practice as shown by the specific contrasts, F(1, 34) = 7.70, MSe = .01, p < .01 for 

multiplication and F(1, 34) = 3.14, MSe = .01, p = .085 for division, although this last contrast 

shows only a trend (probably due to the low amount of errors). There was no evidence for 

between-operation transfer in the error rates, largest F = 1.90. Because only 3% of small 

problems were answered incorrectly, the number of observations was too low to enter problem-

size as an extra factor in the error rates analysis. 

 

Discussion 

 

In Experiment 1, participants practiced both multiplication and division problems. 

Transfer-of-practice was observed both within operation as between operations, also for small 

problems (from division to multiplication). One could argue that the mediation strategy caused 

the observed transfer effects in Experiment 1, but an argument against that idea is the 
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observation of division to multiplication transfer for small problems, for which we can assume 

that they are solved through direct retrieval (see e.g., Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007). But to 

further investigate the underlying memory representation of multiplication and division facts and 

to provide a direct test of this mediation strategy, Experiment 2 was performed. Here, only 

division problems are practiced. From Campbell and Robert‟s (2008) observation that practice of 

either multiplication or factoring led to interference of the other operation and because the 

reverse associations between multiplication operands and products underlies multiplication and 

factoring performance, we predict that use of a mediation strategy, that is also based on these 

reverse associations, will lead to interference of the unpracticed operation in Experiment 2. On 

the other hand, if a single memory representation underlies performance on multiplication and 

division problems, facilitation of corresponding multiplication problems will occur. 
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Experiment 2 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

 

Forty-two students (8 men, 34 women) from Ghent University participated voluntarily 

and were paid € 5 for their participation. Because of excessive microphone failure (>30%) in 

both pre- and posttest, data from three participants (3 women) were excluded from the analyses. 

Their age ranged from 18 to 24 years (M = 21.4). 

 

Stimuli 

 

We used the same stimulus sets as Campbell and Robert (2008) except that we used 

multiplication and division problems instead of multiplication and factoring problems (see 

Appendix B). There was a practice set and an unrelated set, each composed of seven problems 

(each set contained two small problems with product ≤ 25) that shared no common factor. 

Assignment of both sets to the practice and unrelated condition was counterbalanced across 

participants. A third set, the related set was composed of problems with one common operand to 

the practice set. Multiplication problems were always presented with the larger operand on the 

left, division problems were always presented with the larger number as divisor
2
. All problems 

were presented horizontally in the centre of the screen (in black against a white background), in 

Arial font with font size 24. 
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Design 

 

All participants performed a pretest, a learning phase and a posttest. Participants were 

randomly distributed across the multiplication group (n = 19) and the division group (n = 20). 

Both groups practiced division problems in the learning phase. The multiplication group 

performed multiplication problems in the pre- and posttest, the division group performed 

division problems in the pre-and posttest.  

 

Procedure 

 

The experimenter was present throughout the whole procedure, which lasted about 30 

min. All software was developed with E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, 2002). Stimuli 

appeared on a 17” screen. In the pre-and posttest, reaction times were registered with a voice 

activated microphone connected to the parallel port of the computer. In the learning phase, 

responses were registered with the numerical pad of the keyboard.  

First, participants solved fifteen addition problems to get acquainted with the voice 

activated microphone. Participants were instructed to respond both fast and accurately. No 

accuracy feedback was provided but in case the RT of the trial exceeded 3s, the message “Please 

answer faster” (in Dutch) was shown.  

In the pretest, two blocks of 21 randomly ordered problems were solved. In the posttest, 

three blocks of 21 randomly ordered problems were solved. During the learning phase, 16 blocks 
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of seven division problems (from the practice set) were continuously presented in random order. 

Instructions always emphasized both speed and accuracy.  

In the pre- and posttest, each trial began with a fixation point (#) for 500 ms. Then the 

screen went blank for 500 ms, after which the problem appeared. The problem remained visible 

until a response was registered. After each response, the experimenter typed in the answer and a 

code to indicate valid or invalid (due to voice activated microphone failure) responses. When RT 

of the trial exceeded 3s, the message “Please answer faster” appeared on screen (in Dutch) for 

500 ms. Each trial ended with a blank screen for 500 ms, after which the next trial began.  

In the learning phase, the trial procedure was similar, except that responses were now 

registered with the number pad of the keyboard and feedback was provided after each trial. The 

word “Correct” in green or “Incorrect” in red appeared for 1s. Then the next trial began. No 

feedback about speed was provided in the learning phase. 

 

Results 

 

Following Campbell and Robert (2008) we included data from the last block of the 

pretest and the first block of the posttest in the analyses. In that way we obtain a clean measure 

of transfer effects resulting from the practice phase.  

 

RTs 

 

Median log RTs of correctly and validly answered problems (82 % of all trials) were 

analyzed in a 2  3  2 ANOVA with group as between-subjects factor (multiplication group or 
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division group) and problem type (practiced, unrelated or related) and test phase (pretest or 

posttest) as within-subjects factors. The main effect of test phase was significant, F(1, 37) = 

14.08, MSe = .005, p < .001, RTs were slower in the pretest compared to the posttest (see Table 

2). The main effect of group also reached significance, participants in the division group showed 

faster RTs compared to participants in the multiplication group, F(1, 37) = 8.60, MSe = .031, p < 

.01. The only interaction that reached significance, was the interaction between problem type and 

test phase, F(2, 52) = 3.52, MSe = .005, p < .05 (see Figure 2a where this interaction is depicted 

for both groups), none of the other effects or interactions reached significance, F < 1 and F(2, 

74) = 2.71, MSe = .005, p = .073 for the interaction of group and problem type. Planned 

comparisons showed that practicing a subset of division problems facilitated performance 

relative to the pretest for division problems (130 ms, F(1, 37) = 7.59, MSe = .006, p < .01) and 

the corresponding multiplication problems. (162 ms, F(1, 37) = 8.04, MSe = .006, p < .01). No 

facilitation or interference was observed on unrelated and related problems (see Figure 2a), 

largest F = 1.77. To investigate transfer for small problems, an additional analysis with problem 

size as extra factor was performed
3
. The factor problem size interacted only with problem type, 

F(2, 74) = 19.27, MSe = .009, p < .001. None of the other interactions with problem size reached 

significance, largest F = 1.73 and F(1, 37) = 2.33, MSe = .018, p = .135 for the interaction of 

problem size and group. As can be seen in Figure 2b, both small (97 ms, F(1, 37) = 6.74, MSe = 

.003, p < .05) and large multiplication problems (116 ms, F(1, 37) = 3.70, MSe = .005, p = .062) 

show benefits from practicing their division counterparts, although this last contrast is only 

marginally significant, probably because of the small number of observations in each cell
4
.  
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Error rates 

 

The overall error rate was 7.9%. Mean error rates were analyzed in a 2  3  2 ANOVA 

with group (multiplication or division) as a between-subjects factor and problem type (practiced, 

unrelated and related) and test phase (pretest or posttest) as within-subjects factors. Only the 

main effect of problem type reached significance, F(2, 74) = 4.46, MSe = .011, p < .05. As is 

evident from Table 2, most errors were made to unrelated problems, least errors to practiced 

problems and error rates to related problems were in-between. None of the other effects or 

interactions reached significance. Because practically no errors were made on small problems 

(<1%), problem size could not be entered as a factor in the error rate analyses. 

 

Discussion 

 

Participants practiced a set of division problems and results showed that practicing 

division problems facilitates performance on these problems and also on the corresponding 

multiplication problems. Although only one operation (division) was practiced, facilitation 

occurred. Even small multiplication problems had a 97 ms advantage after practice of their 

division counterpart. These results are more in line with a single memory representation for 

division and multiplication facts. Experiment 3 was performed to investigate transfer-of-practice 

in the other direction, from multiplication to division. 
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Experiment 3 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

 

Forty-seven students (11 men, 36 women) from Ghent University participated in this 

Experiment and were paid € 5. Because of excessive microphone failure (>30%) in both pre- and 

posttest, data from three participants (3 women) were excluded from the analyses. Age ranged 

from 18 to 33 years (M = 21.2). 

 

Stimuli, Design and Procedure 

 

We used the same stimuli, design and procedure as in Experiment 2, except that now 

participants performed multiplication problems in the learning phase. In the learning phase, RTs 

were measured from stimulus onset to the final key stroke. The division group (n = 22) 

performed division problems in both pre-and posttest, the multiplication group (n = 22) 

performed multiplication problems in both pre-and posttest. 

 

Results 

 

As in Experiment 2, data from the last block of the pretest and the first block of the 

posttest were included in the analyses.  
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RTs 

Median log RTs of correctly and validly answered problems (83.1%) were analyzed in a 

2  3  2 ANOVA with group (division group or multiplication group) as between-subjects 

factor and problem type (practiced, unrelated or related) and test phase (pretest or posttest) as 

within-subjects factors. The main effect of group reached significance, F(1, 42) = 10.03, MSe =  

.041, p < .001. Participants in the division group responded faster than participants in the 

multiplication group (see Table 3)
 5

. The only other significant effect was the interaction between 

test phase and problem type, F(2, 84) = 14.14, MSe = .004, p < .001, see Figure 3. The three-way 

interaction between group, problem type and test phase did not reach significance, F = 1.24. As 

is visible in Figure 4a, transfer occurred both within operation (197 ms, F(1, 42) = 12.28, MSe = 

.006, p < .01) as between operations (108 ms, F(1, 42) = 5.56, MSe = .006, p < .05)
6
. An 

additional analysis was performed to look at transfer of practice for small problems by entering 

problem size as an extra factor
7
. The main effect of problem size was significant, F(1, 42) = 8.26, 

MSe = .074, p < .01, RTs were slower for large problems (M = 1186 ms) than for small problems 

(M = 741 ms). Here we will focus only on interactions with problem size, this factor interacted 

with group (F(1, 42) = 3.84, MSe = .019, p = .057) and problem type (F(2, 84) = 14.03, MSe = 

.009, p < .001). The other interactions with problem size did not reach significance, largest F(2, 

84) = 2.60, MSe = .005, p = .08 for the interaction of problem size with problem type and test 

phase. As is evident from Figure 4b, transfer (both within and between operations) was much 

stronger for large problems compared to small problems although planned comparisons showed 

that even for small problems there was significant transfer of learning both within (74 ms, F(1, 
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42) = 5.67, MSe = .004, p < .05) and between operations (80 ms, F(1, 42) = 5.83, MSe = .004, p 

< .05). 

 

Error rates 

 

Overall, 8.7% of the problems were answered incorrectly. Mean error rates were entered 

in a 2  3  2 ANOVA with group (multiplication or division) as between-subjects factor and 

problem type (practiced, unrelated or related) and test phase (pretest or posttest) as within-

subject factors. The main effect of group was marginally significant, F(1, 42) = 4.02, MSe = 

.025, p = .051, with more errors for the multiplication group compared to the division group (see 

Table 3). Only the interaction between problem type and test phase reached significance, F(2, 

84) = 9.99, MSe = .008, p < .001; the other interactions were not significant, largest F(2, 84) = 

2.60, MSe = .008, p = .08 for the interaction of problem type, test phase and group. Planned 

comparisons showed that facilitation occurred for practiced problems, for both groups: 11.6% 

within operations (F(1, 42) = 17.15, MSe = .009, p < .001) and 5.3% between operations (F(1, 

42) = 3.57, MSe = .009, p = .066), although the between-operation contrast is only marginally 

significant. Because virtually no errors (less than 1%) were made on small problems, we could 

not look at possible retrieval savings in error rates for small problems versus large problems. 

 

Discussion 

 

In Experiment 3, participants practiced a set of multiplication problems and we observed 

facilitation for the practiced multiplication problems and for the corresponding division 
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problems. The mediation strategy cannot explain these results, participants practiced only 

multiplication and the flexible specialization of the reverse association predicts interference in 

this case (Campbell & Robert, 2008). Our results are more in line with a single memory 

representation for multiplication and division facts. We will discuss our findings in more detail 

in the general discussion. 
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General Discussion 

 

This paper focused on the way division and multiplication facts relate to each other in 

memory. In Experiment 1, participants practiced both multiplication and division problems and 

transfer of practice within and between operations was observed. For small problems, transfer 

was restricted to one direction (from division to multiplication). In Experiment 2, participants 

practiced only division problems and again multiplication problems benefited from practicing 

their division counterpart. This was also the case for small problems. In Experiment 3, only 

multiplication problems were practiced. Division problems benefited from practicing their 

multiplication counterpart and this was also true for small problems. 

Campbell and Robert (2008) observed facilitation when both multiplication and factoring 

were practiced, but interference when only multiplication or only factoring was practiced. This 

shows that the reverse associations between multiplication operands and their products are 

flexible and a specialization occurs when one operation is practiced, with inhibition of the other 

operation. These findings led to clear predictions concerning transfer of practice in our 

experiments, investigating multiplication and division. Consequently, we predicted that, if 

division problems are solved through mediation (a strategy that is also based on these reverse 

associations), practice of one operation (either multiplication or division) should lead to 

interference of the other operation. Practicing both operations led to facilitation, as expected. 

However, practicing one operation also led to facilitation of the other operation. Hence, the 

mediation strategy was not used to solve division problems in the present study. This is a 

surprising result, given the relatively high frequency of the mediation strategy in previous studies 

(e.g., LeFèvre & Morris, 1999). We think that the response deadline and warning signal after 
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slow (>3s) responses in the pre- and posttest may have led to an increased frequency of direct 

division retrievals. The most important finding here is the cross-operation transfer in both 

directions, indicating that shared memory representations underlie multiplication and division 

retrieval. We also looked at transfer for small problems, as we know from previous studies that 

small division problems are consistently solved by direct retrieval (LeFèvre & Morris, 1999; 

Campbell, 1999; Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007). Even for these problems facilitative transfer 

was observed from division to multiplication (Experiments 1 and 2) and from multiplication to 

division (Experiment 3). This pattern can only be interpreted in terms of representational overlap 

in memory. In Experiment 1 no transfer was observed for small problems from multiplication to 

division. A floor effect cannot explain the absence of transfer to small division problems as we 

compare division problems practiced as multiplication problem (M = 831 ms) with other (new) 

small division problems (M = 844 ms). It seems that, when both operations are practiced, only 

division to multiplication transfer is observed for small problems.  

To sum up, evidence was presented for transfer of learning between multiplication and 

division facts. Previous studies either did not observe transfer of learning (Rickard et al., 1994; 

Rickard & Bourne, 1996) and if they did observe cross-operation transfer, the mediation strategy 

was found to be the underlying cause (Campbell, 1999; Campbell et al., 2006). The mediation 

strategy cannot explain our findings for two reasons. First, even for small problems practice of 

division facilitated multiplication and vice versa. Second, based on Campbell and Robert‟s 

findings, practice of one operation should lead to interference of the other operation if 

performance is based on the reverse associations (mediation). But why did we observe cross-

operation transfer without mediation while others (Rickard et al., 1994; Rickard & Bourne, 1996; 

Campbell et al., 2006) did not? To try to find an explanation for these different observations, it 
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might be informative to look at procedural differences between our study and these studies. 

Rickard et al. (1994) and Rickard and Bourne (1996) used a particular problem type („? = 4  7‟ 

and „35 = ?  5‟) in their learning experiments. Maybe this unfamiliar presentation format 

triggered the use of a particular strategy of memorizing the operands and their positions and the 

to-be-performed operation (the „identical elements‟) as the best strategy to perform this task? Of 

course, this is a matter for further research and other explanations may emerge. Even cultural or 

educational differences could play a role here. The findings of Campbell et al. (2006) also differ 

from our findings, as they showed no cross-operation transfer on direct retrieval trials (mediation 

trials were removed). Of course, the learning procedure used here is completely different from 

the so-called „lag‟ procedure used by Campbell et al. (2006). In the lag procedure, the influence 

of one problem on another problem several trials later is measured. In the present study, the 

learning phase included a lot of repetitions, clearly strengthening possible transfer effects. 

Further research is necessary to clarify this issue: Is it the amount of training (the number of 

repetitions) that determines the amount of transfer? Or is it the fact that both operations are 

performed? For example, here and in Campbell and Robert (2008), the number of repetitions is 

not the same for the experiment in which both operations are practiced (Experiment 1 here and 

Experiment 3 in Campbell & Robert, 2008) on the one hand (20 repetitions per problem) and the 

experiments in which only one operation is practiced (16 repetitions per problem). Is the transfer 

stronger in the experiment in which both operations are practiced because of the number of 

repetitions? Or because both operations are practiced? Both theoretically and educationally it 

seems important to disentangle both. 

Taken together, our observation of cross-operation transfer between multiplication and 

division problems challenges the IE-r model, as it supports the idea of a single memory 
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representation in which each number triplet (e.g., 4, 7, 28) is flexibly accessible. Our results are 

in line with a recent study by Campbell and Agnew (2009), who observed transfer of practice 

between addition and subtraction facts with nonidentical elements, challenging the IE model for 

the case of simple addition and subtraction. They concluded that fundamental differences exist 

between addition and subtraction on the one hand and multiplication and division on the other 

hand because transfer between multiplication and division was restricted to problems with 

identical elements. But our results show that for multiplication and division transfer with 

nonidentical elements can be observed as well. This is in line with the strong parallels that have 

been observed between the developmental trajectories of multiplication and division 

performance (De Brauwer & Fias, 2009).  
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Footnotes 

 

1
 One missing value was replaced by the median of that condition. 

2 
 The decision to use division problems with the larger number as divisor was taken in order to 

ensure comparability between operations and to ensure comparability with Campbell & 

Robert‟s (2008) findings. Following them, the operand order of the multiplication 

problems was fixed and multiplication problems were always presented with the larger 

operand on the left. Therefore, we had to fix the operand order of the division problems 

as well. Because this restriction holds for all conditions, we do not think that it 

compromises our results. 

3 
Eight missing values were replaced by the median of that condition. 

4
 As can be seen in Figure 2b, there is an indication of a general speedup for unrelated division 

problems in the control group. But this is only the case for small problems and most 

importantly, only in the control group in which within-operation transfer is investigated. 

Crucially, there is no evidence for a general speed-up for small or large problems in the 

group where cross-operation transfer is tested (the transfer group).  

5
 It may be noted from Table 3 that there are performance differences between the problem types 

in the pretest of the control group. Crucially, RTs do not differ significantly (F=1.52) 

between practiced and unrelated items in the pretest of the control group and second, in 

the crucial transfer group there are no such differences between problem types in the 

pretest. Therefore we are confident that these pretest differences in the control group do 

not affect the interpretation of the data.  
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6
 As can be seen in Figure 4a, there is an indication for a global speedup in the control group: 

unrelated problems also benefit from training (F(1, 42) = 4.56, MSe = .004, p<.05) and 

the transfer is not significantly larger for practiced problems compared to unrelated 

problems, F(1, 42) = 2.56, MSe = .004, p=.12. But the crucial test for transfer between 

multiplication and division is of course made in the results of the transfer group. There, 

unrelated items do not show a speedup (F<1) and when taken as a baseline, transfer was 

larger for practiced items compared to unrelated items F(1, 42) = 4.05, MSe = .004, 

p=.051. 

7 
Five missing values were replaced by the median of that condition. 
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Figure Captions 

 

 

Figure 1a 

The interaction between problem type and group for the RTs of Experiment 1: The antilog 

transformation was applied to mean log RTs for each problem type, then mean RT savings (RT 

new minus RT practiced problems) for both groups (white bars denote the multiplication-at-test 

group, grey bars the division-at-test group) were calculated. Problems practiced as division 

problem are shown on the left, problems practiced as multiplication problem on the right. Error 

bars are standard errors of the mean. 

 

Figure 1 b 

The interaction between problem type, problem size and group for the RTs of Experiment 1: The 

antilog transformation was applied to mean log RTs for each problem type, then mean RT 

savings (RT new minus RT practiced problems) for both groups (white bars denote the 

multiplication-at-test group, grey bars the division-at-test group) and small and large problems 

were calculated. Small problems are shown on the left side of the graph, large problems on the 

right side. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.  

 

Figure 2a 

The interaction between problem type and test phase for both groups for the RTs of Experiment 

2: The antilog transformation was applied to mean log RTs for each problem type, then mean RT 

pretest minus mean RT posttest for both groups (white bars denote the multiplication-at-test 

group, grey bars the division-at-test group) was calculated. Error bars are standard errors of the 

mean.  
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Figure 2b 

The interaction between problem type and problem size for each group for the RTs of 

Experiment 2: The antilog transformation was applied to mean log RTs for each problem type, 

then mean RT pretest minus mean RT posttest for both groups (white bars denote the 

multiplication-at-test group, grey bars the division-at-test group) and small and large problems 

was calculated. Small problems are shown on the left side of the graph, large problems on the 

right side. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. 

 

Figure 3 

The interaction between test phase and problem type for the RTs of Experiment 3: The antilog 

transformation (ms) was applied to mean log RTs for practiced, unrelated and related problems 

in the pretest (grey bars) and in the posttest (white bars). Error bars are standard errors of the 

mean.  

 

Figure 4a 

The interaction between problem type and test phase for each group for the RTs of Experiment 3: 

The antilog transformation was applied to mean log RTs for each problem type, then mean RT 

pretest minus mean RT posttest for both groups (white bars denote the multiplication-at-test 

group, grey bars the division-at-test group) was calculated. Error bars are standard errors of the 

mean.  

 

Figure 4b 
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The interaction between problem type and problem size for each group for the RTs of 

Experiment 3: The antilog transformation was applied to mean log RTs for each problem type, 

then mean RT pretest minus mean RT posttest for both groups (white bars denote the 

multiplication-at-test group, grey bars the division-at-test group) and small and large problems 

was calculated. Small problems are shown on the left side of the graph, large problems on the 

right side. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. 
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Figures 

Figure 1a 
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Figure 1 b 
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Figure 2a 
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Figure 2b 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4a 
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Figure 4b 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 

Anti-Log of Mean Median Log RTs for correct trials and percentage of errors in the test phase of 

Experiment 1. 

 

Table 2 

Anti-Log of Mean Median Log RTs for correct trials and percentage of errors in Experiment 2 by 

group, problem type and test phase. 

 

Table 3 

Anti-Log of Mean Median Log RTs for correct trials and percentage of errors in Experiment 3 by 

group, problem type and test phase. 
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Tables 

Table 1 

 

  Multiplication-at-test  Division-at-test 

Practiced operation   Response times (ms)  

Multiplication  760.5  901.8 

Division  928.8  735.4 

New  1078.8  1109.6 

   Error rates (%)  

Multiplication  3.5  6.9 

Division  8.3  1.4 

New  13.2  7.6 
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Table 2 

 

  
Multiplication-at-test 

TRANSFER group 
 

Division-at-test 

CONTROL group 

Problem type  Pretest Posttest  Pretest Posttest 

   Response times (ms)  

Practiced  1073.3 911.1  860.0 729.7 

Unrelated  985.0 947.5  858.4 840.4 

Related  986.7 923.3  871.0 830.5 

   Error rates (%)  

Practiced  6.5 6.5  5.2 2.4 

Unrelated  7.9 10.8  9.7 12.0 

Related  8.9 9.8  6.2 10.0 
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Table 3 

 

  
Division-at-test 

TRANSFER group 
 

Multiplication-at-test 

CONTROL group 

Problem type  Pretest Posttest  Pretest Posttest 

   Response times (ms)  

Practiced  897.1 789.2  1137.9 940.6 

Unrelated  848.8 844.2  1076.3 980.9 

Related  816.7 858.2  925.9 1013.6 

   Error rates (%)  

Practiced  9.3 4.0  16.2 4.6 

Unrelated  5.5 6.7  9.1 13.4 

Related  7.9 6.1  8.1 11.2 
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Appendix A 

 

Problem sets Experiment 1 

 SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 

Multiplication 2 x 5 2 x 4 2 x 3 

 2 x 8 2 x 7 2 x 9 

 3 x 4 3 x 7 3 x 5 

 3 x 9 3 x 8 4 x 5 

 4 x 8 4 x 9 4 x 7 

 5 x 7 5 x 6 6 x 8 

 6 x 7 5 x 9 6 x 9 

 7 x 9 8 x 9 7 x 8 

Division 10 : 2 8 : 2 6 : 2 

 16 : 2 14 : 2 18 : 2 

 12 : 3 21 : 3 15 : 3 

 27 : 3 24 : 3 20 : 4 

 32 : 4 36 : 4 28 : 4 

 35 : 5 30 : 5 48 : 6 

 42 : 6 45 : 5 54 : 6 

 63 : 7 72 : 8 56 : 7 
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Appendix B 

 

Problem sets Experiments 2 and 3 

 
SET 1 

practice or unrelated 

SET 2 

practice or unrelated 

SET 3 

related set 

Multiplication 4 x 2 5 x 3 3 x 2 

 7 x 2 5 x 5 5 x 2 

 7 x 4 9 x 3 5 x 4 

 8 x 4 6 x 5 7 x 3 

 7 x 7 9 x 5 7 x 6 

 8 x 7 9 x 6 8 x 6 

 8 x 8 9 x 9 9 x 8 

Division 8 : 4 15 : 5 6 : 3 

 14 : 7 25 : 5 10 : 5 

 28 : 7 27 : 9 20 : 5 

 32 : 8 30 : 6 21 : 7 

 49 : 7 45 : 9 42 : 7 

 56 : 8 54 : 9 48 : 8 

 64 : 8 81 : 9 72 : 9 

   

 


